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CONTACT

Tel：81 - (0 )3 -3203 -4332　 e-mail：career@list.waseda.jp
Opening Hours: Weekdays 9 :00~18 :00
 Saturdays 9 :00~17 :00
*Please refer to the Career Center homepage for the opening hours during recess periods.

WASEDA Campus Toyama Campus

Nishi-WASEDA Campus

WASEDA University Career Center

D I S C O V E R  P O T E N T I A L

Encounters Leading to Personal Development at WASEDA University

2019

DESIGN
YOUR FUTURE
GUIDEBOOK

A	Library
https://www.waseda.jp/library/
Building No. 18 (Central Library Building) and others, 
WASEDA Campus

B	Center for International Education
https://www.waseda.jp/inst/cie/
Building No. 22 ,1F and 4F, WASEDA Campus

C	Teacher Employment Guidance Office
https://www.waseda.jp/fedu/tep/students/career
Building No. 14 , 2F, WASEDA Campus

D	Research Institute of the Faculty of Commerce  
 (Research Institute of Business Administration)

Building No. 11 , 3F, WASEDA Campus

E	WASEDA Portal Office
http://www.waseda.jp/wpo/
Building No. 7 , 1F, WASEDA Campus

F	ICC (Intercultural Communication Center)
https://www.waseda.jp/inst/icc/
Building No. 3 , 1F, WASEDA Campus

G	Office for Students with Disabilities
https://www.waseda.jp/inst/dsso/
Building No. 3 , 1F/Building No. 25 , 1F (branch office),
WASEDA Campus

H	Campus Tours Desk (Public Relations Section)
https://www.waseda.jp/top/about/work/campus-tours/
Building No. 1 , 3F WASEDA Campus

I	Cultural Affairs Division
https://www.waseda.jp/culture/
Building No. 99 STEP21 , 5F, WASEDA Campus

J	Hirayama Ikuo Volunteer Center (WAVOC)
https://www.waseda.jp/inst/wavoc/
Building No. 99 STEP21 , 2F, WASEDA Campus

K	Academic Liaison Section
https://www.waseda.jp/inst/sr
Okuma Kaikan, 3F, WASEDA Campus

L	Education Planning Section
Okuma Kaikan, 3F, WASEDA Campus

M	WASEDA Alumni
http://www.wasedaalumni.jp/
Okuma Kaikan, 1F, WASEDA Campus

N	Athletic Center
https://www.waseda.jp/inst/athletic/
TOYAMA Campus 
WASEDA Arena, Building No. 37 , 3F

O	Residence Life Center
http://www.waseda.jp/student/
Student Union Building, 1F, TOYAMA
Campus

P	WASEDA Monozukuri Workshop
http://www.koubou.sci.waseda.ac.jp/
Building No. 61 , 1F, Nishi-WASEDA 
Campus

Q	C Space in waseda
 (Career Center Annex)

Building No. 6 , 1F, WASEDA Campus
* As this is a private study and event space, no 
permanent employees are stationed.

Q	Career	Center
https://www.waseda.jp/inst/career/en/
Student Union Building, 3F, TOYAMA Campus

印刷時に工場で入れます



ACTION 1
Encounter Diversity

Growth

ACTION 3
Cooperate with Diversity

ACTION 2
Understand Diversity

By experiencing diverse values head-on, you can deepen 
your understanding, and re-examine your own thoughts and 

character on how they relate to society.

Through cooperating for the benefit of others and society with a 
diverse range of people, you can hone both your problem-solving 

abilities and communication skills Recording
・

Reflection

Recording
・

Reflection

Recording
・

Reflection

Experience

Experience

Experience
Actively encountering people who have diverse 
values and cultural backgrounds allows you to 

experience true human interactions.

Our campus plays host to people from around the 
world who hold diverse values and have diverse 
cultural backgrounds. You may utilize this environment 
to proactively interact with others, enhance mutual 
understanding, and gain experience of working together. 
This will deepen your self-awareness and help develop the 

“courage to become your true self”.

DIVERSITY IN
 WASEDA 

Going in search of encounters
that will lead to personal growth!

WASEDA University campus has a wide range of places for encountering diverse people and realizing personal growth. 
Anywhere, at any time, you may meet someone to provide you with new opportunities for stimulation and learning. 

The possibilities are limitless. First, start by doing things you “want to try!”

Meeting new people provides
the courage to become
my true self.
The process of building serious, honest relationships with colleagues 
who hold diverse values and have diverse cultural backgrounds also 
provides an opportunity to ask, “What should I be aiming for myself?”
Such experiences can become the driving force for the continued pursuit 
of your own dreams and beliefs.
Take the first step towards a campus life that’s perfectly suited to you.

Utilize a campus  
brimming with “Diversity”

The close and lasting friendships you form at 
WASEDA will not only enrich your university 

life but also become a source of strength and 
joy for the rest of your life. Taking the first 

steps towards meeting irreplaceable friends 
lies in your hands.

WASEDA Friendships

Building Friendships

P.12

Programs are available on which you can 
contribute to resolving various issues both in 

Japan and overseas. Broaden your horizons by 
actively interacting with society and taking part 

in hands-on learning.

Society and Community

Contributing to Society

P.16

Your university days are the best time to 
experience various jobs in accordance with 

your personal interests. Here, you can discover 
ways to utilize your talents for the benefit of 

society in the future. 

Corporations and Work

Understanding Work

P.14

WASEDA offers extensive opportunities to learn 
about the world, ranging from overseas study 
programs with destinations around the globe 
to various intercultural exchange programs on 
campus. Take full advantage of WASEDA’s rich 

international environment!

World and Foreign Cultures

Knowing the World

P.18
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㉞ Nihongo Pera Pera Club / English Chat Club

Name of program Period How to
participate

Appendix
map

① Kouhai N@vi Long-term Any time E

② Fumidasu Workshop Short-term Advance
application K

③ Office for Students with Disabilities Long-term Any time G

④ ICC Event Supporters Short-term Any time F

⑤ Library Volunteer Staff（LIVS） Long-term Any time A

⑥ No Border Camp Short-term Advance
application F

⑦
Circle Activities Long-term Others O

Club Activities（Sports Clubs） Long-term Others N

⑧ Student Career Advisers Long-term Any time Q

⑨ Monozukuri（Making Things） Experience Short-term/
Long-term As required P

⑩ Waseda Student Health Promotion and Support Association Long-term Any time O

⑪ Study-Abroad Student Advisers Long-term Any time B

A Library　B Center for International Education　C Teacher Employment Guidance Office　
D Research Institute of Business Administration　E WASEDA Portal Office　
F ICC (Intercultural Communication Center)　G Office for Students with Disabilities　
H Campus Tours (Public Relations Section)　I Cultural Affairs Division　
J Hirayama Ikuo Volunteer Center (WAVOC)　K Academic Liaison Section　
L Education Planning Section　M WASEDA Alumni　N Athletic Center　
O Residence Life Center　P WASEDA Monozukuri Workshop　Q Career Center

④ ICC Event Supporters 

⑥ No Border Camp

⑧ Student Career Advisers

③ Office for Students with Disabilities

② Fumidasu Workshop 

⑨ Monozukuri (Making Things) Experience 

⑪ Study-Abroad Student Advisers

⑳ Go and Meet Seniors!

㉒ Business Plan Contest

⑭ Events for Learning from Seniors

⑲ Talking with Seniors!

Name of program Period How to
participate

Appendix
map

⑫ Professionals Workshop Long-term Any time K

⑬ WASEDA EDGE-NEXT
Single event/
Short-term/
Long-term

Any time/
As required L

⑭ Events for Learning from Seniors Single event Any time/
As required Q

⑮ Student Job Center Staff Long-term Any time O

⑯ Internship and Official WIN Programs Long-term Any time Q

⑰ Internship Affiliated Programs Short-term Any time Q

⑱ Support to Open up the Future Single event/
Long-term

Any time/
As required Q

⑲ Talking with Seniors! Single event Any time M

⑳ Go and Meet Seniors! Short-term Any time K

㉑ Support for Teacher Employment Single event/
Long-term As required C

㉒ Business Plan Contest Short-term Any time D

　
Name of program Period How to

participate
Appendix

map

㉓ Culture Promotion Student Advisers Long-term Any time I

㉔ Outreach Program Short-term Advance
application F

㉕ Volunteers for Disaster and Reconstruction Short-term Advance
application J

㉖ Local Liaison Workshops Long-term Any time K

㉗ WAVOC Study Tours Short-term Any time J

㉘ Official Volunteer Circles Long-term Others J

㉙ WASEDA Volunteer Projects Long-term Any time J

㉚ Campus Tour Guides Long-term Any time H

㉛ Volunteer Presentation Contest Single event Others J

㉜ Asian Students Environment Platform （ASEP） Short-term Any time B

　　　　　　　　
Name of program Period How to

participate
Appendix

map

㉝ Study Abroad Programs（Long-Term） Long-term Any time B

㉞ Nihongo Pera Pera Club / English Chat Club Short-term First arrivals
on the day F

㉟ ICC Talk Sessions Single event First arrivals
on the day F

㊱ Language and Cultural Exchange Program Long-term Advance
application F

㊲ ICC Visitor Sessions Single event Advance
application F

㊳ Japan-China-Korea Speak-Your-Mind Camp Short-term Advance
application F

㊴ Field Trips Single event Advance
application F

㊵ ICC Student Staff Leaders （SSL） Long-term Any time F

㊶ Country Festa Single event First arrivals
on the day F

㊷ Study Abroad Programs（Short-Term） Short-term/
Long-term Any time B

㉙ WASEDA Volunteer Projects 

㉕ Volunteers for Disaster and Reconstruction

㉘ Official Volunteer Circles

㉚ Campus Tour Guides

㉛ Volunteer Presentation Contest

㉜ Asian Students Environment Platform （ASEP） 

㉗ WAVOC Study Tours 

㊷ Study Abroad Programs (Short-Term)

㉟ ICC Talk Sessions

㊴ Field Trips

㊱ Language and Cultural Exchange Program

㊶ Country Festa

Knowing the 
World

Contributing to 
Society

Understanding 
Work

Building 
Friendships

① Kouhai N@vi 

⑦ Circle Activities

⑦ Club Activities (Sports Clubs)

⑤ Library Volunteer Staff(LIVS)

⑤ Waseda Student Health Promotion 
and Support Association 

⑫ Professionals Workshop 

⑬ WASEDA EDGE-NEXT

⑮ Student Job Center Staff

⑯ Internship and Official WIN Programs 

㉑ Support for Teacher Employment 

⑰ Internship Affiliated Programs

⑱ Support to Open up the Future

㉔ Outreach Program

㉖ Local Liaison Workshops

㉓ Culture Promotion Student Advisers 

㊲ ICC Visitor Sessions 

㊳ Japan-China-Korea Speak-Your-Mind Camp

㉝ Study Abroad Programs (Long-Term)

㊵ ICC Student Staff Leaders (SSL)

Joining Forces
Within “Diversity”

Understanding
 “Diversity”

Knowing
 “Diversity”

First, start with things 
you “want to try!”
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DESIGN YOUR FUTURE

Design Your Campus Life and Future
Using the Future Design Guidebook

1

Understanding 
overall

programs
This guidebook introduces WASEDA’s 
numerous programs in four categories. First, 
take a look at each of the headings while 
searching for categories and programs fit 
with your interests, and mark the content 
that particularly intrigues you. On the pages 
devoted to interviews with graduates, eight 
alumni talk about the challenges they tackled 
and the ways in which they searched for 
employment while at WASEDA. As you read 
about the experiences of these seniors who 
are now active in society, try to form an image 
for your own future.

2

Investigate details 
and compile

a plan

1

2

3

Investigate details of the programs you are 
interested in by using the search words and 
QR codes shown in each section. Some of the 
programs have limited application periods, 
while others need to be advanced while 
coordinating with lesson schedules. Please 
feel free to visit the hosting center or office 
(see pp. 4 - 5) if you are unclear on any points 
concerning the programs. You can obtain 
more detailed materials there as well as 
asking questions of staff members in charge.

3

Participate
in the 

programs

W

It’s up to you which programs you try, and 
when you try them. You can take a focused 
approach, try ing mult iple programs in 
the same category, or try a diverse range 
of programs across a range of different 
categories. The important thing is to actually 
try something, without any fear. Adopt an 
attitude of “if you’re not sure, just do it” and 
try to actively participate in programs that 
interest you. Doing so will broaden both 
your horizons and your network of human 
connections.

4

Reflect on your 
experiences and 
link them to your 
next challenge

Through these programs, you will gain new 
experiences and encounter diverse values. You 
can deepen your understanding by recording 
and reviewing what you think and feel during 
those experiences. Try to specifically write 
down and organize the things that were 
fun, the things that were rewarding, and any 
problems you encountered. Doing this will 
enable you to better see your strengths and 
interests, and you can then take on your next 
program challenge based on them. Repeating 
a cycle of challenges and reflection will help 
you to grow significantly.
My Portfolio is a tool for recording and organizing experiences. > P.26
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Information & Telecommunications

LINE Corporation

Miki Takashina
Graduated the School of 

Law, October 2013

I discovered 
the option of doing 
what I love as my job.

Taking the marketing path that  
I discovered through overseas study 
and an internship.

Gaining confidence in my English ability during my year overseas was a 
big help when I took on the challenge of applying to a foreign-affiliated 
company. Looking back to my time aboard, at first, I couldn’t keep up at 
all in the lessons conducted in English and couldn’t even communicate 
with my roommate, and I spent consecutive days just stuck in my room. 
The turning point was creating a joint blog with other overseas students 
from WASEDA and other universities. Through sharing our problems 
and experiences, I was stimulated by the efforts of my friends and 
gained the courage to speak to my roommate and other people around 
me.

I originally decided to study overseas after the recommendation by 
a teacher in the School of Law who had also experienced overseas 
study. As a result of following their advice and boldly deciding to study 
overseas, my outlook on my future career was drastically changed 
and I was able to make a job out of something that I could truly devote 
myself to. I recommend that everyone deepen their learning according 
to their interests, while actively interacting with teachers in that field. 
I believe that the connections we establish with our fellow students and 
the wonderful teachers at WASEDA can remain lifelong treasures long 
after we graduate.

Positively facing challenges during overseas studies, 
encouraged by connections with friends

Encounters at WASEDA

In my previous job, I worked on marketing geared toward general 
consumers, but now I’m in charge of marketing for corporate 
customers. Specifically, I’m in charge of transmitting information, 
planning seminars, and other activities geared toward deepening 
understanding among corporate marketing personnel of LINE’s 
various advertising products. Since I’m targeting marketing staff in 
similar positions to my own former post, I have a distinct advantage 
in being able to imagine their wants and issues from their point 
of view. Marketing for corporate customers involves expensive 
commodities, meaning it’s important for me to attract interest by 

soundly conveying product features and their value. This is where I 
feel that the difficulty and worth of my work lies.
Since the company has grown at an amazing speed, it is still very 
much in the process of organization building. This means there’s no 
cutoff point, no set amount of work that we just have to get done; 
rather, the environment demands that we proactively state what we 
want to do, and then go and do it. The ability to always have my own 
opinions and to clearly convey them, acquired through my overseas 
study and my previous job, still proves extremely useful today.

A job isn’t assigned by someone else; 
you can think and create one for yourself

Current Job

Study Abroad Programs（Long-Term） 

▲

P.18 WASEDA Study abroad Search

During my time as a student, my year of overseas study had a major impact on my career choice. 
I studied at a university in Canada, and had opportunities there to discuss the future with my 
fellow overseas students. On one occasion, I was surprised to hear a friend from France said that 
they wanted to pursue their favorite subject, geology, and become a researcher. Having always 
been surrounded by people aspiring to take civil servant examinations or advance to law graduate 
school, I’d been feeling somewhat obligated to pursue a similar path. Seeing my overseas 
friends describe their futures based more in their own respective interests really broadened my 
perspective, and made me realize it was okay for my career choices to be more simple and free. 
This was the first time that I really became aware of the option of doing what I like as a job.

I found the “thing I like” during the internship that I participated in after returning to Japan. 
Coming into contact with marketing for the first time, I devoted myself to the interesting pursuit 
of producing ideas and compiling plans. I solidified my desire to turn this fascination into my job, 
and applied for a marketing position with a foreign affiliate who was conducting department-
based recruitment. I eventually decided to find employment with a foreign-affiliated tobacco 
manufacturer.

After experiencing consumer survey and product planning work, I became involved with marketing 
utilizing the communication app “LINE”, and quickly realized the possibilities of “LINE” as a 
marketing tool. It was right around that time that I learned LINE Corporation was launching a team 
for conducting marketing aimed at corporate customers, and so I decided to switch jobs. I am here 
today as a result of my love of marketing, and of the choices I made when tackling the challenges 
presented by each stage of my student life.

Students can have a tendency to select subjects and activities based on whether they will prove 
useful in the future. However, I hope that students also cherish the simple feeling that something 
interests them, or attracts them even if it doesn’t seem especially useful. I’m sure that new, world-
broadening encounters lie beyond such choices.

8
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I was a second-year student when I noticed a f lyer posted on 
campus by the Waseda University Exploration Club, and decided to 
join. The club left all activities entirely to each person’s autonomy and 
ideas: in other words, you could do whatever you liked, or you didn’t 
have to do anything at all. People who wanted to go on expeditions 
had to make their own plans and search for other participants within 
the club. This required you to logically explain your plans in such a 
way that other people would be convinced, appealing to the kind 
of mysteries found in the destination, and the reasons it was worth 
visiting. Furthermore, the club members would spend long hours 

having animated discussions about “the meaning of exploration”. 
Preparing theoretical arguments for such discussions was also 
enjoyable, and that experience may indeed provide the foundation 
for my current writing activities.
Exploration is the act of breaking away from the everyday framework, 
and the unconventional idea of doing something contrary to societal 
commonsense lay at the foundation of the Waseda University 
Exploration Club. It is precisely because this thinking still lay inside 
me long after I graduated Waseda that I have been able to go on 
expeditions and write about my experiences.

That unique “Exploration Club thinking” 
still exists inside me

Encounters at WASEDA

Exploration has always been staple fare for nonfiction books, and I 
thoroughly believe that explorations are only completed after they 
have been written about. The places that are subject to exploration 
are unknown, both to myself and to society, and so the activity 
cannot be actualized unless it is clearly reported back, through prose 
or through images. Therefore, when I decide a theme for my travels, 
I always give consideration to how I can turn it into a literary work. 
Soon after I started writing, I went through a phase of thinking that 
it couldn’t be a pure exploration experience if I was predicating my 
adventures on writing about them, but I no longer have such doubts. 

Conversely, the desire to “convert into the written word” has become 
an added motivation to continue exploring. 
I never take GPS with me on expeditions, not even when I spent 
months walking to the sunless North Pole in the dark. I leave modern 
social systems behind and find my own way, thinking for myself, 
without depending on contemporary conveniences. For me, that is 
an important theme of exploration: there is true freedom in relishing 
the tingling sensation of “I’m now alive”. 

The exploration of uncharted places is only completed  
once the results become known to the world.

Current Job

Explorer

Nonfiction writer and explorer

Yusuke 
Kakuhata

Graduated the School of Political 
Science and Economics in 2001

New possibilities lie ahead if you  
go wherever your curiosity takes you.

*An award that was newly established in 2018 in a joint effort between Yahoo! News and Honya Taisho.

Circle Activities 

▲

P.13 WASEDA Circle Activities Search

During my student days 
I sought my own 
unique life.

I write books based on my experiences and observations of traveling to remote parts of 
the world, mainly in the Arctic Circle. In “Kyoku Yako,” published in 2018, I wrote about my 
experiences of walking alone to the North Pole in midwinter, which took four months during 
a period when the sun doesn’t even rise. I was absolutely thrilled when it won the Nonfiction 
Award* for its year of publication. In my twenties, I never imagined that in the future I would 
continue to explore while writing books. To be honest, I never even had a clear life design. 
I have reached this point simply by selecting my way in accordance with conditions at each 
juncture in time.

I first encountered the world of exploring through the Exploration Club at Waseda University. 
Although I had the desire to live as an explorer, I possessed no skills or experience, and had 
no idea how I could make a living in this field. The only other kind of work I was interested in 
was being a newspaper reporter, so I sat and passed a recruitment exam to join a newspaper 
company when I was 26, starting out on a career as a reporter. However, the feeling that I 
still had things to do as an explorer only intensified. I quit the newspaper company after five 
years and devoted myself once again to the world of exploring, even though I risked having 
zero income.

During my student days I sought my own unique life, different from anybody else’s, and same 
desire still remains. Just like back then, I don’t make plans for the future, and that’s how I 
like it. I still believe a fixed long-term outlook to which you then strictly adhere only limits 
one’s possibilities. Rather, new possibilities come into view if you let chance encounters 
take you away from your original path, and I personally go wherever my curiosity takes me. 
Even if a life formed in this manner may ultimately appear like nothing out of the ordinary, it 
is undoubtedly the result of one’s own actions and choices, and so it becomes one’s unique 
way of living.
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Student life is made richer by friends with whom you can share your true feelings.
You will treasure the close friends you make 

at WASEDA for the rest of your life.
Dive into the diverse activities that we offer, ranging from club and

circle activities to a wide variety of programs.

Building Friendships
WASEDA University has about 550 official student circles. If unofficial 
circles are included, the number is over 1000, ranging widely over culture, 
arts and sports. We dare say that “WASEDA has a circle for everything”. 
A huge number of these circles take part in Japan’s largest student 
event, “the WASEDA Festival”, to showcase their achievements. WASEDA 
has 44 competitive sports clubs that have produced many outstanding 
athletes over more than 110 years of history. Spending time with the 
people you meet in clubs and circles will help brush up your teamwork and 
communication skills, as well as providing opportunities to nurture your 
own unique personality. 

Circle Activities and
Club Activities （Sports Clubs）

Making Friends through Extra
-Curricular & Sport Activities

In order to acquire genuine ideas and practical skills, it is important to 
experience monozukuri (making things) by giving shape to ideas based on 
repeated trial and error. Providing rich equipment and wide workspaces, 
and with permanent, friendly technical staff who offer direct consultation, 
“Monozukuri Workshop” is a challenging environment where you can make 
things with your own hands for projects ranging from small to large. The 
WASEDA “Monozukuri” Workshop attracts students from all departments, 
so you can truly learn in an environment surrounded by many perspectives. 
Join us at this workshop and experience the process of turning your ideas 
into reality.

Monozukuri （Making Things） Experience

Converting Your Ideas into Real Items

⑨

This is a 3-day-2-night ski and snowboard camp program to learn about 
many different cultures, characterized by the distinctive “No Border Rules”. 
Students are prohibited from revealing their name,nationality, faculty, 
school year, and other personal details during the camp. They interact with 
each other in Japanese and English, using the “camp names” assigned 
to them instead of their real names. This helps to remove stereotypes and 
promote deeper friendship. This is a regular ICC event that really promotes 
bonding between the participants.

No Border Camp

ICC Cross-Cultural Understanding
Borderless Camp

Job hunting is a time when students must act for themselves to determine 
their post-graduation career, based solely on their own desires. The various 
experiences gained when making the jump into society at large, often prove to 
be valuable assets for the remainder of each student’s life. The “Student Career 
Adviser (SCA)” system was established in order to utilize such experiences for 
the benefit of juniors. SCAs are stationed at the Career Center to speak with job 
hunting juniors one-on-one, sharing personal experiences and giving concrete 
advice on various topics ranging from how to handle interviews to tips for 
relaxing during recruiting season. They also organize many supporting events 
for job-hunting students, working in collaboration with our alumni.

Student Career Advisers

Sharing Personal Experiences 
with Junior Students

⑧

Affiliated to the Center for International Education (CIE), this is a volunteer 
group comprising students who have studied abroad under the CIE’s mid-
long-term exchange programs. Based on the vision of “Together Thinking 
about the Overseas Study of Waseda Students, Linking to the Future”, 
study-abroad student advisers organize many support events and publish 
a newsletter known as the Ryugaku Times. Drawing on their personal 
experiences, they help students to alleviate concerns and worries over 
studying abroad, allowing them to depart with confidence on their studies 
overseas.

Study-Abroad Student Advisers

Information Sharing from Students
Having Overseas Study Experience

⑪
Membership of the Student Health Association at WASEDA University 
(Soukenkai) is mainly comprised of full-time bachelor and graduate 
students. It is a mutual aid organization that is involved in activities 
concerning maintenance and promotion of student health, and handling 
health care benefits.  The volunteer students who form the Soukenkai 
committee implement many types of events, such as “Healthy Festa” and 
“100-Yen Breakfasts” on campus, in order to reflect the health requests 
from our students. Committee members can get a sense of achievement 
as they put their ideas together and implement events which contribute to 
the all-round well-being of WASEDA University students.

Waseda Student Health Promotion and
Support Association

Contributing to Student’s Health 
Maintenance

⑩

If you have concerns or questions about your college life, you can speak 
openly with other students (crossing borders of faculty or school year) 
during this workshop. By communicating face-to-face, you are likely to find 
students with similar concerns to your own. By building relationships with 
other individuals through exchange activities, you get to understand not 
only about others but also get a chance to reanalyze yourself.  It would be 
the impetus of moving a little towards the next step.

Fumidasu Workshop②

ICC event supporters work as volunteers for cross-cultural and interactive 
events held by the ICC, including welcome receptions for international 
students and events introducing Japanese and foreign cultures. Together 
with the ICC staff leaders, event supporters play many roles in everything 
from advance planning through to presentations on event days. Even 
better, they have opportunities to propose events directly to the ICC and 
realize their own plans. Through organizing cross-cultural events that bring 
together students of diverse values and backgrounds, supporters are 
able to deepen their cross-cultural understanding from a variety of new 
perspectives.

ICC Event Supporters

Volunteers in Cross-Cultural Interaction

④

Led by senior students, this project aims to support freshmen in their 
college life and help alleviate their various concerns and worries. One 
example is the course registration consultation session, during which 
members participate as student advisors and give advice on important 
points concerning course registration. Their theme-based lunches, which 
provide opportunities to make friends soon after entering the university, 
have also proven very popular. They also operate the “Navi Log” a blog 
packed with useful information for everyday student life that ranges from 
news on upcoming events to recommended lunch spots.

Kouhai N@vi①

The Disabled Student Services Office offers a variety of support so that 
physically-challenged students can receive equal learning opportunities. 
Volunteers are recruited and trained for activities. They assist physically-
challenged students in moving from classroom to classroom. For hearing-
impaired students, the student volunteers write by hand or type on 
computer to convey the words spoken by professors and students in 
classes. The office also maintains a “Barrier-Free map”, which shows the 
campus in terms of freedom from barriers, and also coordinates interactive 
programs with students from other universities.

Office for Students with Disabilities

Learning through Supporting

③

Misuzu Kawamura
Second-year

School of Culture, Media and 
Society 

The members of LIVS mainly work in the central library. Utilizing not only the general books but also precious resources 
in the basement research stacks and back number stacks, we have organized exhibits for new admissions, the LibMag! 
brochure for introducing the library, the WaseTosho Tankentai! online series, and even an escape game. Into the future, our 
aim is to continue conveying the appeal of the Waseda University Library, which boasts one of the biggest collections of 
resources in Japan, through programs and events from the student perspective.

Books and people connect in the library. I had various encounters!

I became interested after participating in a 
library escape game that was organized by 
LIVS in April soon after entering Waseda. I 
became involved when I found out that they 
were recruiting new staff at the same time.

Program Experiences
S t u d e n t ' s  v o i c e

Reason
I worked especially hard on preparing LibMag!. As 
a sub-reader, I was in charge of the overall design 
proofreading. The coordination work during 
production was hard, but that just enhanced the 
wonder we felt when we finished the work.

Experiences
In addition to learning how to search for materials and 
finding out about the library, I learned about perspectives 
from the planning side and the participating side, and 
acquired skills that I can utilize in future for ensuring the 
fruition of plans and cooperating with other people.

Looking Back

The library is indispensable to student life. LIVS are student volunteer 
staffs who work to introduce the library and enhance services from the 
student perspective so that they become more accessible and easier to 
use. In addition to staging exhibitions for introducing library materials, they 
have also conducted numerous creative events. These include issuing 
“LibMag!”, a brochure about the library, and releasing survey reports about 
library resources online. Through these activities, students can gain a 
deeper understanding of the library and learn how to search for data, while 
experiencing the importance of acting on their own initiative. Join with your 
friends and peers and give these experiences a try!

Library Volunteer Staff （LIVS）

Up Close & Personal 
– Aiming to Become User-Friendly

⑤

New Encounters Await!

“Ippo Fumidasu (One Step Forward)”
– Through Discussion among StudentsFreshman Support Project

⑦⑥

Kouhai N@vi Search

WASEDA ICC Search

WASEDA  Careers Search

Waseda Student Health Promotion and Support Association Search

WASEDA Monozukuri Workshop Search

CIE Study-Abroad Student Advisers SearchWASEDA Disabled Students Support Search

WASEDA LIVS Search

WASEDA Academic Liaison Search

ICC event participation Search

WASEDA Circle Activities Athletic Center Search
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The Career Center provides various kinds of support for our students to 
enhance their personality and build strengths in order to plan for their 
own future. Besides seminars on how to lead a fulfilling academic life 
and plan one’s future career, we also provide consultation to students 
who still cannot identify “what they would like to do”. As a platform for 
self-improvement, we also have a student volunteer program, known as 

“Student Career Staff” (SCS). Regardless of the grade you are in, here 
you can plan, organize and implement your personal ideas on career-
related projects.

Supporting Future Design

Thinking about Student Life & Future Plans

⑱

This program gives students the opportunity to utilize their summer and spring 
holidays to go out and visit working seniors (WASEDA alumni), allowing them 
to pick up life hints through spending time and conversing with seniors and 
coming into contact with local people for a few days. Through observing 
the kind of lives our students lead after graduation, the things they place 
importance on and the dreams they are working towards, and listening to 
the voices of seniors who are working hard as business owners or key figures 
in their communities, students will acquire fresh insights. This program is 
recommended for those who wish to “gain firsthand experiences in local 
society”, or “to work in the community following graduation”.

Go and Meet Seniors!

Learning from Alumni Active 
in the Community

⑳

Internships provide an opportunity to grasp a clearer image of working 
and work, and to test your skills as a member of society by placing you 
in an environment that is very different from student life. In the “affiliated 
programs”, the Career Center mediates and conducts procedures for a 
variety of excellent programs at various receiving agencies, ranging from 
government positions to private companies and international institutions. 
Since the Career Center conducts the mediation, you can work with 
peace of mind and, depending on the number of days worked, also 
obtain credits.

Internship Affiliated Programs

Actualizing Your Image of 
Work through Internship

⑰

This event gives students the opportunity to talk with young alumni not 
just about the regular student life but also regarding overseas study, 
advancement to graduate school, job hunting and their future in a 
relaxed atmosphere. Since the start of event in 2015, many students and 
alumni have participated in exchanges that cross over age boundaries. 
Through holding dialogue with alumni who are active on the frontline of 
society, students can acquire hints for determining their future path and 
form a more concrete picture of themselves as full-fledged “members of 
society”. 

Talking with Seniors!

Exchange Events with Students and Alumni

⑲

A contest in which students exercise their imagination and compete by 
presenting their business blueprints. Individuals or teams that clear the 
first stage of evaluation receive advice from professional consultants 
and brush up their plans before giving presentations in the finale. 2018 
marked the 21st anniversary of this traditional contest. Many promising 
individuals from among the winners have gone on to become successful 
entrepreneurs. Identify a problem, come up with a solution, and propose 
a feasible business plan. Through such experiences, you will gain new 
opportunities for self-improvement and learning that extend far beyond 
the classroom.

Business Plan Contest

Entrepreneurs Uncovered by this Contest with 
21 Years of Tradition

㉒
The teacher employment guidance office is a hub for supporting students who aspire 
to become teachers. In addition to providing information on teacher recruitment 
examinations at public and private schools, it offers guidance on writing exam 
dissertations and helps students prepare for mock lessons and interviews. The office 
is permanently staffed by Teacher Employment Advisors. past graduates of Waseda 
and former school principals. They offer reassuring support for aspiring teachers and 
are willing to discuss any issues that they may have. The office also conducts teacher 
employment guidance sessions, during which currently active principals and teachers 
are invited to share the latest information on teacher recruitment examinations and 
implement some foundational guidance.

Support for Teacher Employment

Support Center for Finding
Employment as a Teacher

㉑

The official WIN programs allow you to work after learning about social manners and clearly setting your own internship 
goals and ideas. I worked as an intern at Partner of Stars Co., Ltd. In a positon directly affiliated with the company president, 
I uploaded videos, worked on field support for an event to build links between managers and students, prepared articles, 
and conducted shooting. Rather than simply following orders, I could experience working based mainly on finding my own 
challenges and making improvements.

You can confirm your own direction by learning about society

When I entered university, I was uneasy 
because I couldn’t set my own goals. Around 
that time, seeing a sign for Official WIN 
Programs inspired me to try one.

Reason
The best thing was encountering and 
learning from more than 20 business owners 
and students. One business owner gave 
me a pep talk and that helped me look 
objectively at my issues.

Experiences
An internship itself doesn’t make you grow, but 
it’s an opportunity to establish a foothold. It was 
a necessary experience for me, allowing me to 
quickly find my direction and move towards it 
while I was still a first year.

Looking Back

Student days are a precious time, during which you get to freely experience
a variety of jobs in accordance with your own interests.

Through taking part in workshops and internships based
in partnerships between industry and academia, find your own answers

to the all-important question of “what is work?”
Go forth and explore the limitless possibilities that lie before you!

Understanding Work

Official WIN (WASEDA Internship) programs provide opportunities for an “internship as career 
design”, offering students the chance to ask themselves about the meaning of work, why it 
is undertaken, and what meaning these things have in their own life design. This makes it 
possible to find employment in sectors that require recommendation from the university, as 
well as sectors that are difficult for individuals to apply for, and the program also counts as a 
credit. Choosing from four courses: “Governance”, “International Relations”, “Mass Media”, 
and “Business,” in accordance with their own interests, students can participate in ten or more 
days of practical training and take preliminary and ex-post lessons. How about taking a step 
towards a career that suits you through an official WIN program?

Internship Official WIN Programs

Thinking about Careers from Practical Work 
Experiences

⑯

The Student Job Center (SJC) is an on-campus organization that actively 
encourages student participation in university education and research. 
Students can exercise skills they learn at the university and demonstrate their 
specialization through “Student Jobs” (on-campus part-time jobs) and information 
dissemination. Student staff at the SJC not only conduct SJC duties, comprising 
mainly public relations activities and student counselling services, but they are 
also members of the student project committee, making them directly involved 
in event planning and coordination. Working together with other student staff 
and administrators, you can expect to hone your skills in practical project 
implementation, information dissemination and team management.

Student Job Center Staff

Exercising Planning Power, Implementing
Student-Led Projects

⑮

The Professionals Workshop (companies, autonomies, organizations) 
is a practical industry-academia collaborative project where students 
working in groups propose solutions for a series of real-life challenges. 
Through hands-on and practical experience in actual environment, 
students are expected to pick up communication skills, learn how 
to work in a team, and acquire the thinking abilities required of a 
professional. Students are also strongly encouraged to challenge 
professionals with their own ideas. This is truly a golden opportunity not 
to be missed!

Professionals Workshop

Practical Industry-Academia 
Collaborative Projects

⑫

Program Experiences
S t u d e n t ' s  v o i c e

The Career Center provides opportunities to learn from seniors active 
in various fields and industries. One example is the “Think About One’s 
Future with Seniors” series. Each session features seniors who are active 
in society talking about different themes, including things they were 
glad they did as a student and things they wish they had done, with an 
opportunity to frankly ask them questions. On the other hand, Alumni 
consultation meetings allow you to casually talk about various things, 
including student life, career choices, employment, current work, and 
life as a member of society. These are opportunities to enhance your 
student life and grow further.

Events for Learning from Seniors

Thinking about One’s Own “Way of Life”,
 Regarding Seniors as Role Models

⑭

Based on partnership between WASEDA University and 35 other universities, enterprises 
and local governments in Japan and overseas, WASEDA EDGE-NEXT is a program 
for broadly developing entrepreneurs who may go on to become “global leaders” or 

“contribute to local areas”. (This program has been adopted under the Ministry of 
Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology’s “Next Generation Entrepreneur 
Development Program”). Linked to this, WASEDA University newly established the “Business 
Creation Course” as a program of practical education in 2017. This course is open to 
students irrespective of whether they belong to a science or humanities major, allowing 
participants to acquire not only practical entrepreneurship skills but also useful information 
for launching new ventures within enterprises following recruitment.

WASEDA EDGE-NEXT

Acquiring Practical Know-how on
Entrepreneurship

⑬

New Encounters Await!

WASEDA ProPro Search

WASEDA Intern Search

WASEDA Teacher employment Search

Talking with Seniors Search

WASEDA Careers Search

WASEDA Intern Search

WASEDA EDGE-NEXT Search

WASEDA Careers Search

WASEDA Business Plan Search

WASEDA Academic Liaison Search

SJC Student Staff Search

Masaki Asao
School of Education, first year
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Circle activities at WASEDA are so active and numerous that people say 
WASEDA has a circle for everything. These include clubs and student 
groups involved in volunteer activities. There are currently 27 official 
volunteer clubs, focusing on such fields as the environment, education, 
regional interaction, and support for special needs, and they conduct 
activities in Japan and overseas. Such clubs give students the opportunity 
to take the initiative and tackle various social issues.

Official Circles （Volunteers）

27 Active & Multi-Themed Groups

㉘

Campus tours at WASEDA University were started in 1989 as a means 
of familiarizing the general public with WASEDA. Up to 15 ,000 people 
participate in the tours every year, making them the oldest and largest tours 
of this type in Japan. The tour guides are WASEDA University students 
who have gained knowledge about WASEDA and acquired outstanding 
communication skills through strict training. As the “Faces of WASEDA”, 
each guide strives to conduct unique and attractive tours which have been 
well-received both by Japanese and foreign visitors. Many guides utilize the 
skills and rich experience gained from this role to proceed into television, 
work for airlines, or perform similar work after graduation.

Campus Tour Guides

Acting as Faces of WASEDA

㉚

WAVOC leaves the comfort of campus and organizes “Study Tours” to 
volunteer sites in Japan and abroad. By visiting actual sites, students can 
deepen their understanding of international cooperation, environmental 
and social problems, and learn ways to effectively view a situation from 
different angles. In addition, by communicating with the local people, 
participants can acquire an intercultural understanding capability that 
allows them to learn about many other values, as well as learning how 
to work in a team. Take the leap and widen your horizons!

 WAVOC Study Tours

Visiting Volunteer Sites

㉗

A program sponsored by the AEON Environmental Foundation. Students from Asia gather 
and discuss issues such as environmental conservation and co-existence with nature. Through 
fieldwork in Asian countries, they can deepen their understanding of the issues, and have 
opportunities to hold discussions and give presentations in English. This program started with 
three universities from Japan, China and South Korea. Every year, one prestigious university 
from Asia is added. In 2018, which marks the 7th year of this program, students from seven 
universities (Waseda University, Tsinghua University, Korea University, Vietnam National 
University Hanoi, University of Malaya, Royal University of Phnom Penh, and University 
of Indonesia) gathered in Japan for the program. As all expenses are sponsored by the 
Foundation, students can participate for free. It is a golden opportunity for highly motivated 
students to both compete and learn from one another.

Asian Students Environment Platform（ASEP）

Learn Together with Students from Asia

㉜

Teaching staff at WAVOC make full use of their expertise and conduct 
volunteer projects based on their guidance. Contributions are not restricted 
to any single area of activities: students can take the initiative to organize 
projects and WAVOC will provide support and help them to grow. The 
diverse specialized fields of teaching staff include human and environmental 
research, healthcare, diversity understanding, international relations, regional 
studies, and disaster prevention. All the project themes are directly linked to 
their expertise, making all of them unique. Students can further deepen their 
understanding and review the issues by conducting repeated theory and 
fieldwork, all under the supervision of WAVOC specialists.

WASEDA Volunteer Projects
（Popular name: WAVOPRO）

Themes that Utilize Specialized Skills

㉙

Hiroyuki Metsugi
Fourth-year

School of Political Science and 
Economics

I proposed a tour route comprising one night and two days in Kushimoto Town, Wakayama Prefecture, a town that 
people tend to pass by on their way to neighboring Shirahama and Nachikatsuura. Working on the concept of “tour-
education,” combining education with tourism, we first scored Kushimoto’s tourism spots and, based on those scores, 
then devised a unique sightseeing route for the town. In the final report meeting, we gave a presentation before the town 
mayor and local citizens, allowing us to convey our thoughts to a large number of people.

The richest two months I spent at university

I was just thinking how I would spend 
my final summer vacation as a university 
student, and I also saw the workshop as an 
opportunity to work on my inability to make 
positive contributions during debates.

Reason
Through the two fieldwork trips, staying in 
Kushimoto Town and conducting interviews 
with the local people, the unique issues 
faced by the local community became 
apparent.

Experiences
The rewarding two months I spent gave me greater 
self-confidence. I was also able to make friends 
from different schools and grades, and with whom I 
shared good times and bad, and encounter the town 
of Kushimoto, which I now call a second home.

Looking Back

Interacting with society will widen your horizons and
provide excellent opportunities to realize new possibilities.

There are a wide range of programs in which you can learn about 
different circumstances and work on solutions to issues that range

from the local to the global.
Head proactively out into society!

Contributing to Society

Natural disasters have occurred with growing frequency all over Japan in 
recent years. WAVOC recruits student volunteers and dispatches them 
to disaster sites in order to support reconstruction efforts. Cooperating 
with local universities and residents, the volunteers see the conditions 
caused by natural disasters firsthand and lend support to local people by 
confronting such problems head-on, in a personal way. Such experiences 
can become the driving force for future activities and learning.

Volunteers for
Disaster and Reconstruction

Learning from Disasters

㉕
In this program, Japanese students and international students form pairs 
and visit elementary, junior high and senior high schools to conduct 
classes on cultural understanding. In compiling the lesson plans, mainly 
comprised of introductions to the native cultures of the international 
participants, students from different backgrounds exchange ideas and 
work toward achieving a common goal. This process helps build strong 
friendships. This program not only allows students to deepen their 
understanding of different cultures through teaching, but also helps them 
learn and discover various new things through interacting with young 
children and pupils.

Outreach Program

Cross-Cultural Classes with
 International Students

㉔

In these workshops, teams of students propose solutions to the community 
issues those local governments are confronting. Students visit areas and 
deepen their understanding of local communities by conducting fieldwork 
and taking part in local activities. Through a process of trial and error, 
solutions are developed by utilizing the unique perspectives and ideas of 
the students. A major feature of these activities is that students can play a 
part in resolving actual issues in the context of local communities.

Local Liaison Workshops

Tackling Local Issues 
from the Student Perspective

㉖
Program Experiences

S t u d e n t ' s  v o i c e

Organized by WAVOC, the Volunteer Presentation Contest is an open 
contest in which groups of WASEDA student volunteers active in various 
fields in Japan and overseas come together and conduct presentations 
based on such topics as the social issues encountered during their 
activities. Every year, around twenty groups (officially recognized circles 
and registered circles) give presentations on the thoughts and challenges 
they have acquired and encountered through their activities. For 
anybody who wonders what volunteer activities may entail, this contest 
is something that you definitely need to experience at least once.

Volunteer Presentation Contest

Confronting Social Issues

㉛

Waseda University students in this volunteer group display initiative in 
creating and promoting Waseda Culture, with a view to contributing 
to society. Last year, advisers planned, promoted and implemented 
Museum Week and the Waseda Cultural Art Week. Please join in 
brainstorming from the student’s perspective on how to involve more 
students in university events. Advisers can hope to acquire diverse 
perspectives and cultivate fundamental social skills through actively 
proposing and executing cultural events.

Culture Promotion Student Advisers

Students Creating & Disseminating
 WASEDA Culture

㉓

・ Museum word puzzle
・An overview of Abura Soba:Lecture version and practical version
・Co-op collaboration menu

Main implemented 
activities

New Encounters Await!

WASEDA Culture Promotion Student Advisers Search

WASEDA ICC Search WAVOC Disaster and Reconstruction Search

WASEDA Local Liaison Workshops Search

WAVOC Study Tours Search

WAVOC Projects Search

WAVOC Presentation Contest Search

WAVOC Circles Search

WASEDA Student participation Campus tours Search

Center for International Education ASEP Search
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China, Korea and Japan are close neighbors in cultural and geographical 
terms, and they have long conducted interchanges and built close 
relations. On the other hand, being confronted with numerous delicate 
issues of territory and history, friendship and friction have often been 
opposite sides of the same coin. In this camp, which brings together 
Japanese students and students from China and Korea for two nights 
and three days, students can openly share their opinions and thoughts 
about each other ’s countries and cultures through activities and 
discussion. This is a fabulous opportunity to frankly share ideas on the 
collective future of East Asia. 

Japan-China-Korea Speak-Your-Mind Camp

Mutual Understanding through 
Frank & Honest Exchange

㊳
These are ICC events where WASEDA students interact and take part in 
discussions with students from foreign universities who are here on study 
tours or other short-term visits. Among the visitors are many students 
who are studying Japanese back in their home countries, and those who 
have a strong interest in Japanese culture. Students can thus enjoy cross-
cultural communication without worrying about the language barrier. Many 
students who met at the Visitor Sessions have continued to keep in touch 
using social media. There are even some students who go overseas during 
long-term breaks to continue their interactions and friendship. This is the 
perfect opportunity to build a worldwide network of friends.

ICC Visitor Sessions

Interacting with Foreign Students 
Visiting WASEDA

㊲

The ICC conducts field trips to learn about Japanese culture, history and 
technology, and also to enjoy nature and the great outdoors. The field 
trips cover a variety of themes: from experiencing a flavor of Japanese 
culture, to factory tours for learning about Japan’s advanced technology 
and manufacturing, tours of religious facilities, and participation in 
events. Conducting interchange while learning, the students who take 
part deepen friendships with other participants and overseas students 
regardless of faculties and grades. Many field trips are conducted in 
Japanese. Students can select trips aligned with their own interests, and 
further deepen their knowledge on specific topics.

Field Trips

Off-Campus Day Trips for Learning about
Japanese Culture & Technology

㊴

Short-term programs are offered over the spring and summer vacations 
(2-7 weeks) and Golden Week holidays. The short-term programs mainly 
comprise: (1) language study for students of all grades, (2) company 
visits and fieldwork with local students for first-year and second-year 
undergraduates, and (3) cross-cultural experiential programs for first-
year undergraduates. Submission of a language certificate is not required 
to participate (with some exceptions); moreover, because the university 
helps arrange plane tickets, accommodation, and overseas insurance, 
even students traveling abroad for the first time can participate with 
complete peace of mind.

Study Abroad Programs （Short-Term）

Experiencing Language Training and
Foreign Cultures

㊷
ICC “Country Festa” is an event that showcases the cultures of specific 
countries or regions from a variety of viewpoints. You can find a rich 
variety of activities, including talk sessions and performances by special 
guests, presentations by overseas students, and sampling traditional 
food and drinks. “Country Festa” organizes many fun-filled programs, 
not only for students who are interested in the countries or regions 
concerned but also for those who have no prior knowledge. Not only 
can you learn and experience diverse cultures on campus, you can 
deepen your interaction with overseas students and other participants.

Country Festa

Experiencing the World on Campus

㊶

This is one of the programs run by the Intercultural Communication Center (ICC). Register a language that you want 
to learn during the registration period at the beginning of the spring and fall semesters, and an overseas student who 
speaks that language is introduced by email, allowing you to contact them and arrange to study regularly. You could 
say it is a free one-on-one language lesson, but the great thing about this program is that, in addition to improving your 
language skills, you can also interact and develop a friendship with your partner.

Enjoyable one-on-one inter-cultural understanding and language classes

Naturally, the reason I joined was because I 
wanted to try using the foreign languages I was 
learning. This was especially true for me because 
opportunities to meet overseas students who 
speak Russian and Turkish are fairly limited.

Reason
Being a native speaker, my partner taught me 
how to pronounce words and showed me how 
to compose natural sentences. The time my 
Turkish partner treated me to a kebab after we 
had finished studying is a good memory.

Experiences
In addition to acquiring language skills, the main 
reward from this program was being able to listen 
to episodes from my partner’s home country. You 
can gain the type of language experiences that you 
cannot acquire from teaching materials and lessons.

Looking Back

Globalization at WASEDA broadens your chances of knowing the world.
As well as study-abroad programs placed all over the world, 
students can easily experience intercultural exchange even

on campus.
Discover a whole new world through coming into contact with

diverse values and cultures!

Knowing the World

In today’s increasingly international society, it is very important to have 
both a global and a local point of view. ICC invites many renowned 
volunteer experts, including NGO activists, CEOs of global enterprises, 
entrepreneurs, and ministers, to discuss and speak directly with our 
students. You can learn how to think globally and locally by listening and 
interacting with these speakers.

ICC Talk Sessions

Learning from Pioneers of the Age

㉟
The Clubs organize events for international students who are studying 
Japanese and/or English and wish to improve their speaking proficiency. 
The club is held on a set time and day for a month. Native Japanese-
speaking and English-speaking supporters plan and lead many fun 
activities and games for the foreign students, encouraging them to 
use those languages while having fun. On top of language ability, 
communication skills are also crucial in cross-cultural exchange. 
Participants can learn the essence of cross-cultural exchange through 
conducting conversation.

Nihongo Pera Pera Club / English Chat Club

Cross-Cultural Exchange via 
Casual Japanese/English Conversation

㉞

In this mutual learning program, students of different nationalities make 
pairs or groups of three to share their home languages and cultures. 
Based on language ability and age, ICC helps students identify exchange 
partners. After that, the partners coordinate their schedules and deepen 
their exchange. Times “to teach” and “to learn” are coordinated equally. It 
is basic manners for students to respect each other’s opinions and values. 
The appeal of this program lies in the fact that students can learn not 
only about the languages but also the “real voices” behind their partners’ 
backgrounds and cultures.

Language and Cultural Exchange Program

Mutual Teaching of 
Mother Languages and Cultures

㊱

Students can study abroad from six months to a year at any of more 
than 500 universities that have concluded agreements with Waseda 
University. Students select their intended destination on campus one 
year in advance, and then prepare for their trip. Numerous courses are 
available: students can study on conventional courses as exchange 
students, they can begin from language programs and gradually shift to 
conventional curriculums, or they can even earn degrees from the host 
university. Through experiencing long-term overseas study, students 
can get a true feel for foreign cultures and nurture steadfast abilities for 
thriving in a global society.

Study Abroad Programs （Long-Term）

Opportunities to Encounter 
a Myriad of Values

㉝
Student staff leaders, including international students, play a very 
important role in the ICC’s various cultural exchange activities. Utilizing 
unique student perspectives and ideas, they organize many popular 
events that meet the needs of WASEDA university students. As leaders 
that bring together numerous people, they conduct various activities. 
Also, they conduct public relations and administrative duties for ICC 
and provide opportunities to enhance cross-cultural knowledge through 
sharing opinions and information with overseas universities. These 
experiences can prove very useful when students go out into society.

ICC Student Staff Leaders （SSL）

Driving Exchange Activities of 
Different Cultures

㊵

New Encounters Await!

Program Experiences
S t u d e n t ' s  v o i c e

WASEDA Study abroad Search

WASEDA ICC Search WASEDA ICC Search

WASEDA ICC Search

WASEDA ICC Search

WASEDA ICC Search

WASEDA ICC Search

WASEDA ICC Search

ICC Student Staff Leaders Search

WASEDA Short-term study abroad Search

Ryo Nagasawa
Second-year

School of Political Science and 
Economics
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Participating in Mistletoe, Inc.

Yiyi Shi
Graduated the School of Letters, 

Arts and Sciences I, 2011

My greatest strengths are the flexibility 
and vitality I cultivated during classes and 
extracurricular activities

Conceiving and realizing projects  
in pursuit of true intercultural exchange, 
arising from doubts and discomfort

Star tup Suppor t

Searching for my way of working
and living while directly facing
down doubts
In the NPO I worked with prev iously, through 
inver ting “issues” into “value”, I was placed in 
charge of a project for supporting a social startup 
working in the field of “market failure”, an area in 
which it was difficult to compile a sustainable model 
using conventional techniques. From there I joined 
Mistletoe in July 2018, and am currently exploring 
the role I can play. Until now, I’ve been involved and 
felt reward in supporting startups and organizing 
programs, but I continue to ponder the essential 
question of whether support for startups is really 
necessary. An attitude of confronting the discomfort 
I feel in my heart and the doubts that arise in the 
world around me is something that I’ve held close 
since my student days.

Experiencing exchange beyond
nationalities and borders, on a stage
created by all participants together
While various one-off events were being planned and 
implemented during the first year of ICC’s existence, I 
started to question if just enjoying exchange for one day 
was really sufficient. Feeling a need to create an event in 
which overseas students and Japanese students could 
share a more long-term process, we decided to try 
producing a musical. Recruiting cast and staff members 
on campus, around 100 participants spent for about three 
months, practicing performances in Japanese and English 
and played for over two days. Through experiencing 
making a single stage production, we deepened our mutual 
understanding and ties while transcending nationalities. I still 
stay in touch with the friends I made at that time.

Encounters at WASEDA Current Job

Considering practices of 
intercultural exchange from 

an academic viewpoint
I majored in nationalism and cultural studies 
in undergraduate school, and I wrote my 
dissertation in light of my experiences in ICC.

Giving stage presentations 
of world culture with 

overseas students
I was also active in the international exchange 
group “WASEDA International Festival”, in 
which I performed dances and songs.

One year in which I threw 
myself into different cultures
I studied at Toronto University for a 
year, starting from fall in my fourth 
year. This also gave me the chance 
to thoroughly consider my future.

Interacting with others 
without revealing one’s 
nationality or real name
When I was a first year, I became a student 
staff leader for the ICC (International 
Community Center), which had only just been 
established. Seven first-years and the faculty 
members implemented numerous events 
while building everything from scratch. One 
such event was the “No Nationalities Camp”, 
in which participants conducted exchanges 
without revealing their nationalities, names, 
or affiliations. The idea for this event came 
from my own personal experience. I was 
born in China and lived in Japan from the age 
of six, but situations in which I was made to 
feel aware of my nationality increased after I 
enrolled in WASEDA. Being an environment 
in which diverse people come together, I 
had many opportunities to introduce myself 
when meeting people for the first time. 
At such times, I sensed that, by asking 
each other what our nationalities are, we 
judge people based on the image we hold 
about each country. This camp, which was 
intended to foster reflection about borders 
and stereotypes by having people come into 
contact without revealing information such as 
their nationalities, still continues today as the 
“No Border Camp”.

Valuing the discovery 
of true nature
I attended university around the time attention 
began to be directed towards entrepreneurship, 

and I felt attracted to the idea of contributing 
to the resolution of social issues through 
business. In order to be involved with this 
field in the future, I determined that I needed 
to enhance my business skills by coming 
into contact with various industries, and after 
graduation I found employment in a foreign-
affiliated consulting firm. I then went on to work 
for an NPO that supports social entrepreneurs, 
and I currently work for Mistletoe, Inc., which 
conducts such work as investing in startups 
and building ecosystems.
During your student days, I think it’s a good 
idea to challenge anything that interests you, 
but it’s also important to think deeply about the 
significance and true nature of such activities. 
Rather than worrying about other people’s 
approval and appearances, I think it’s better to 
make choices based on honestly facing one’s 
interests and problem awareness at that time, 
and to cherish time for reviewing one’s thoughts 
and feelings that arise from them.

ICC Student Staff Leaders （SSL） 

▲

P.19  ICC Student Staff Leaders Search

An awareness of flexibility for  
my role while confirming  
the situation around me
While I was at WASEDA, I made it my mission to do things 
that I had never done before, taking on anything that caught 
my interest. At seminars and clubs, I had many opportunities 
to create something as part of a team, and at that time I was 
especially aware of adjusting my own role moment-to-moment 
in accordance with the situation around me.  I may have been 
acting under the influence of having lived in two countries with 
very different cultures and environments. For example, if no 
one else was bringing the team together then I would step up 
to lead, and if discussion was flowing well, I could take a step 
back and consider the overall direction we were taking. I think 
this cultivated within me a flexible capacity to adapt and the 
ability to exert my true potential under pressure.

Encounters at WASEDA

The importance of 
communication at the right time 
and using the right methods
I currently work in the Administration Department of the 
sales group, and as well as being involved in financial and 
accounting work I also offer support for business investment. I 
work closely with the sales department, ready to offer aid and 
advice as required, and as part of my duties I interact with a 
lot of people both inside and outside the company. I spend 
my days considering who should be doing what, and in what 
order, for projects and proposals to proceed smoothly, and pay 
particular attention to changing my method of communication 
appropriately. During my student years, I interacted with people 
with many different ways of thinking, from a variety of different 
communities, and the experience of building those relationships 
is something I still use every day. With my intellect and language 
skills, robust vitality, and my greatest strength, my flexibility, I 
want to become someone who really stands out in my company.

Current Job

Taking part in clubs  
from different fields

I took part in a club that involved 
playing and giving speeches in 
English, and even a club for tap 
dancing while wearing traditional 
Japanese clogs!

Acquiring global connections
During the summer of my fourth 
year, I participated in the AEP 
program, involving students from 
across the countries of Asia 
coming together and discussing 
environmental conservation.

Proactively engaging with 
many different people even as 

an exchange student
I spent six months at Boston University in America, 
with the intent of acquiring further English abilities and 
understanding another different culture. While I was there, 
I continued to challenge myself, including taking part in 
the dance club.seminar on Islamic social studies. 

Trading Company

Mitsubishi Corporation

Huang Xinyi
Graduated the School of 

Commerce, 2015

Student Career Advisers 

▲

P.13 WASEDA Careers Search

Drawn to WASEDA  
by the variety of choice

I was born in China and have lived in Japan 
for a total of 14 years, first from the age of 
6 to 12, and then from 18 until today. After 
graduating from high school in China, I 
selected to advance to WASEDA because of 
the potential there to expand my own future 
possibilities, through not only the academics 
but also extracurricular activities. Once I was 
actually enrolled, I found even more courses 
and clubs than I had imagined, and really felt 
that the choices I made along with my efforts 
could allow me to have a completely different 
student experience.
In the School of Commerce, I majored in 
marketing. As part of my seminar activities, 
I experienced workshops in collaboration 
with the companies. The practical learning 
undertaken was extremely rewarding, as we 
worked in a team to identify the challenges 
presented by a specific product from the 
company, consider the target customers, 
brand strategy, and advertising approach 
to use, and then presented our thoughts to 
professionals from the company.

Becoming interested in trading 
companies through academics
During my third year I registered for the open 
course “General Trading Company Business 
Theory,” and became interested in how 
trading handles a diverse range of products 
across a variety of industries. Another major 
reason why I decided to join a general trading 
company was because I found their unique 

functions and business form to be particularly 
appealing. During my job hunting, I made a 
point of expressing how I had absorbed the 
best qualities and differences from a variety 
of communities, and how I had worked to 
cultivate my flexibility and dynamism.
After finishing my job hunting, I spent six 
months as an exchange student, and was 
then active as a student career advisor. As 
I touched upon the thinking and future goals 
of those in the years below me, in many 
cases I was in turn stimulated myself. I can 
say with confidence that all of the activities 
I undertook during my time at WASEDA 
contributed something to the person I am 
today.
If you are going to study at WASEDA, I 
recommend that you make the most of 
the opportunities that affords you, getting 
involved in both the communities of 
Japanese students and exchange students 
and experiencing the differences in thinking 
and culture. These exchanges with many 
people will gradually help you form an image 
of the person you want to become after four 
years, and then all you need to do is take 
appropriate action for your purpose.
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Manufacturer

Skymark Airlines Inc.

Aya Okita
Graduated the School of Political 
Science and Economics, 2017

Experiencing a camp with circle 
friends while studying abroad

During my first overseas study, I 
deepened my connections by joining 
events hosted by international circles 
at WASEDA. Going camping with other 
students was also a fun memory. 

Researching  
the social issues  
that face Japan

At Graduate School, I conducted 
research on the topic of aging 
society from multiple angles, 
including political and economic.

Promoting student 
interchanges through 

recreation events
As a part of GSA activities, we 
planned and staged welcome 
parties, potluck parties, picnics, 
and other events.

I strive to learn from and 
understand others even if our 
cultural backgrounds are different.
After joining the company, I was assigned to my desired division in 
healthcare. I currently work on such things as customer marketing 
and event management in the area of next-generation eyewear 
marketing. I have numerous opportunities to interact with retail 
store staff and general consumers and, as a company employee, I 
am realizing my goal of gaining a deeper understanding of Japan.
In my work, too, I’ve come to understand that commonalities 
exceed differences once I truly understand a different culture. 
Even in situations where I am troubled by differences in culture and 
customs, if I strive to understand by looking at the overall picture, 
I find that people can overcome even large differences to reach 
a common understanding as human beings. This experience will 
surely help me understand the essence of cultures, even if I work 
in countries other than Japan or the United States in future.

Current Job

Contacting various companies to negotiate 
their participation in career fairs
As part of my GSA activities, I particularly remember holding 
career fairs to which recruitment officers from Japanese and 
foreign-affiliated corporations were invited. Unlike the On 
Campus Recruitment Talk staged by the university, these 
events were founded on the grassroots activities of students. 
We painstakingly gathered participating companies by having 
graduates of the school make introductions to recruitment 
officers at their workplace, or by directly sending messages via 
social media. As a result, although small in scale, we were able 
to stage a fair attended by companies unrepresented at the 
other career fairs, and this was also welcomed by the attending 
students. The process of negotiating with the company officers 
was also a good opportunity for me to learn practical phrases 
and business manners in the Japanese language.

Encounters at WASEDA

Air l ines

I feel a sense of reward in
cooperating with others to
ensure on time services
I joined Skymark Airlines Inc. as a member of their 
clerical staff (general position). In my second year, 
I am now in charge of pilot scheduling. In addition 
to arranging accommodation, transit and meals, 
when irregular situations arise due to such factors an 
inclement weather, I adjust pilots’ work schedules while 
consulting with other departments. To ensure that flights 
leave on time, it’s necessary to proceed with work while 
making quick decisions, and it’s also important to have 
the ability to respond calmly and flexibly, and to be able 
to see coming matters. As one means of preparing, I 
have recently been studying about meteorology, and 
I hope to become able to take anticipatory measures 
while forecasting changes in weather. I feel a sense of 
reward every day in helping to pull together with others 
and ensure that flights operate safely and on time.

Regular preparation leads to the ability 
to respond to situations as they arise
I had worked as a tour guide more than 100 times by the time I 
graduated, and the biggest change in me was that I became able 
to think while taking the viewpoint of others. For example, if taking 
charge of a group of high school students, I would investigate 
that school’s characteristics in advance and arrange the content 
of my talk to include information that I thought may interest the 
participants: for example, if the school had a reputation for being 
strong at baseball, I would talk about a baseball game between 
WASEDA and Keio. Also, there were numerous occasions where I 
needed to make quick decisions or respond on the spot, such as 
times when it suddenly started raining or participants became sick 
during tours. I learned the importance of making regular preparation 
by exploring every nook and cranny of the campus, keeping a stock 
of topics to talk about, and laying other such groundwork.

Encounters at WASEDA Current Job

Visiting a school in Hawaii 
as a volunteer

I went to Hawaii for WAVOC activities 
in September of my first year. On 
coming into contact with the warmth of 
the local people, I resolved to become 
more proactive about meeting people.

A special second 
hometown I encountered 

through extracurricular activities
I visited the town of Oguni in Yamagata 
Prefecture in a community-academia 
collaboration program for thinking about local 
revitalization from the perspective of students. I 
visited about ten times while I was at university.

Turning my attention 
to local areas, I researched 

deeply for my seminar
Through the volunteer activity in Hawaii and the 
community-academia collaboration program, I 
developed an interest in local communities, and 
from that I selected the local government 
seminar in undergraduate school.

Taking on the challenge of
being a guide, and overcoming 
my weaknesses
Among the numerous extra-curricular 
programs that I participated in while at 
university, I feel that my experience as a 
campus tour guide especially helped me 
grow. Since I had always lacked confidence 
about speaking in front of others, I took on 
this challenge in the hope of overcoming 
this point. Although I made my debut as a 
guide after finishing a few months of training, 
it was all I could do to say the things I had 
memorized, and I was troubled by my failings. 
As I gained experience, while pondering how I 
could better project myself in my guide work, 
I realized the importance of incorporating my 
own experiences and thoughts into what I 
said.
After that, I tried to convey the realities of 
student life, while also talking about the 
challenges I had taken on at WASEDA and 
the doubts and conflicts I had felt, with the 
intention of revealing more about myself. I 
still remember someone telling me that he felt 
WASEDA’s appeal by Campus Tour Guide.

Aspirations became a clear 
goal through internship
I liked airplanes and had vague aspirations 
about working in the airline industry, but I 
wasn’t sure I should select my profession 
based simply on aspirations. Around that 
time, I became aware of a WASEDA short-term 
overseas study program offering the chance 

to experience English training combined 
with internship in an airline company in 
Singapore, and I went on to participate in the 
spring holiday just before my second year. I 
experienced working as a member of the 
ground staff in the local branch of a Japanese 
airline company. On seeing all the staff 
members pull together to ensure that planes 
would fly on time, I heightened my resolve 
to work in that profession, and I was able to 
realize this goal in my job hunting activities.
WASEDA provides numerous options, an 
environment that allows you to freely challenge 
them, and friends who will support you. 
As was also the case with me, if you boldly 
resolve to participate in one of these, you will 
no doubt be able to acquire new encounters 
and discoveries, and see the challenges that 
lie beyond them.

Desire to take on  
new challenges and grow  
in the process
While enrolled at California State University, 
Chico, I studied at WASEDAʼs School of 
International Liberal Studies as an overseas 
exchange student for one year in 2011.
The time I spent with students from Japan and 
many other countries across the world was the 
most rewarding of my life.
After returning to the United States, I had a 
strong desire to return to Japan and I decided 
to apply for WASEDAʼs Graduate School of Asia-
Pacific Studies (GSAPS).
I became a member of the GSAPS Student 
Association (GSA) immediately after starting 
school. In addition to holding various events 
to promote exchange between students, I was 
involved in the planning and implementing 
of a career fair that recruitment officers from 
corporations were invited to. Being able to act as 
a student representative of the Graduate School 
proved to be a valuable experience for me to 
learn about work and society.

A work hard, play hard 
mentality
While I was at university, I actively attended 
lectures and seminars. In particular, a lecture 
featuring a general trading company employee as 
a guest left a deep impression on me. Speaking 
about what he had learned in his many years of 
working overseas, he explained that although 
surface differences may be conspicuous at first, 
if you work hard to truly understand a country 

and its people, areas of mutual understanding 
become apparent. Following graduation, I 
decided to find employment in Japan because 
I would like to understand Japanese society and 
business more deeply through the medium of 
work.
I found out about Mitsui Chemicals at a On 
Campus Recruitment Talk held on campus. 
Recruitment officers introduced me to 
employees belonging to the healthcare division, 
in which my interests already lay, and I was 
able to learn about the actual content of their 
business and duties. Since I had a clear image 
of the job, people and culture of the company, 
I was able to speak with confidence during my 
interviews. Having a real and compelling reason 
why I wanted to join the company was one factor 
that led to a job offer. Even now in my life as an 
independent member of society, I aim to hone 
my humanity and grow further while cherishing 
the work hard, play hard mentality that I learned 
at WASEDA.

Experience as a campus guide, during 
which I learned the ability to empathize 
and read ahead

Campus Tour Guide 

▲

P.17 WASEDA Campus Tours Search

A deep understanding of Japan leads 
to the realization of a fundamental 
mutual understanding that transcends 
differences of nationality and culture

Mitsui Chemicals, Inc.

RUZBASAN, Zachary B.
Graduated the Graduate School of 

Asia-Pacific Studies, September 2015

Supporting Future Design 

▲

P.15 WASEDA Careers Search
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Yahoo Japan Corporation

Toshitaka Miki
Graduated the School of  
Social Sciences, 2017

Through work experience, I discovered 
the joy of working as a reporter, and 
solidified my desire to aim for that field.

  

I T

The exact same process of
understanding the other person, 
searching for and realizing improvements
In my second year since joining the company, I’m in charge 
of advertising sales in the Kansai area. The essence of 
advertising sales lies in supporting clients’ businesses through 
advertising. The ability to grasp the client’s issues and consider 
and propose solutions is required. In WAVOC, we conducted 
activities while considering what we could do for the local 
people, and now I’m pursuing ways to present better solutions 
to customers. This is done while deeply understanding the 
other person, thinking hard about and devising plans, and 
coordinating with related persons. The basics of what I did in 
my student days and what I do now are fundamentally similar.
Yahoo has an internal job switching system that allows 
employees to declare where they want to be transferred to. In 
future, I want to utilize this system to experience departments 
that are involved with regional revitalization.

Clarifying goals gave us the power to 
overcome obstacles along the way
In the Kesennuma Team, we gained the valuable experience of 
thinking about and realizing the content of activities for ourselves. 
Whatever the plan, parts that are difficult to achieve always arise 
once it comes to implementation. At such times, it is important 
not to waver from the ultimate goal or the core of our own 
activities. If these things are firmly held, the road ahead comes 
into view through such steps as devising alternative methods as 
necessary.
We were able to continue our activities thanks to the support 
we received from the Kesennuma City Office, the social welfare 
council, the tourism association, numerous sponsor corporations, 
and other groups. More than anything, rather than an awareness 
of “providing support”, the simple concept of wanting to see the 
people of Kesennuma again was our driving force.

Encounters at WASEDA Current Job

Learning a wide range of fields 
in the School of Social Sciences

I took courses centered primarily on 
marketing in the undergraduate school. I 
also learned about community development, 
which I became interested in through my 
WAVOC activities.

Making team proposals 
for issues in companies

In my first year, I participated in an industry-
academia collaboration project hosted by 
the WASEDA Social Design Laboratory. 
This let me experience how interesting it 
can be to try and resolve issues.

Widening my scope to 
tackle challenges overseas

In the extracurr icular pract ical 
overseas intern program, I spent half 
a month in Vietnam and experienced 
running a store locally together with 
the other participating students.

The joy of new discoveries 
by meeting and talking to people
The theme I covered in my work experience at the newspaper 
company was “disaster prevention awareness”. In addition 
to covering the current condition of initiatives by personnel in 
charge of disaster prevention in the prefectural government, 
I interviewed disaster prevention experts, and also local 
residents involved in community of disaster prevention 
activities. Since it was a difficult theme to express in form and 
figures, I struggled a lot in compiling the information into an 
article within a limited period, but I was able to finish it while 
receiving advice from veteran reporters. As well as learning 
about the difficulty of covering the news, I strongly sensed 
the joy of discovering new information through meeting and 
talking to people. Obtaining the conviction that this was the 
job I wanted also helped me during my job hunting activities.

Encounters at WASEDA

Experiencing the true pleasure
of KYODO NEWS work in 
widely transmitting information
In my initial posting to the Aomori branch, I have been 
mainly put in charge of covering incidents and accidents. 
When interviewing families of victims and members 
of the community, I’m sometimes turned down or 
even rebuked. Even so, painstakingly continuing the 
coverage, I gradually obtain information and discover 
new facts. It’s not easy, but I find it very rewarding. 
Rather than forcing my own circumstances and ideas 
on others, I try to stand in the other person’s shoes and 
advance my coverage while building relationships as 
gently as possible. Friends have sometimes contacted 
me to say that they saw my articles being broadcast on 
train screens in the metropolitan area. The true pleasure 
of my work at KYODO NEWS is being able to deliver 
information all over the country through various media.

Current Job

Deepening understanding 
through a university-wide 

open course
In the open course “Journalism Drill” that 
I took in my fourth year, I experienced 
field training in Okinawa and Fukushima.

Circle friends with whom
 I could be open and honest
I belonged to Sodaiseiyukai and the band 
circle. I was able to meet people with 
whom I could engage in debate, and friends 
with whom I could devote myself to music.

Engaging in research 
into multicultural society

Being interested in migration and 
multicultural society, I researched Islamic 
lifestyle and culture in an undergraduate 
seminar on Islamic social studies. 

Mass Media

KYODO NEWS

Kana Hanabusa
Graduated the School of 
Human Sciences, 2018

My lessons got me
interested in reporting

I was interested in mass media even while I 
was a high school student. After entering 
WASEDA, I took numerous subjects related 
to media and social problems. I was initially 
drawn to the glamor of television stations, 
but as I advanced my studies I became more 
and more interested in news reporting. I was 
particularly influenced by a lesson featuring 
an active reporter as a guest lecturer, during 
which I was able to hear directly about 
everyday work conditions and the significance 
of conveying the news. I started to want to 
become involved in shining a light on those 
areas that society doesn’t pay much attention 
to.
During my third year, utilizing an official WIN 
program, I experienced an internship at a 
regional newspaper. In the first few days, I 
accompanied staff to cover news in the field, 
and then got to do actual coverage and write 
an article after setting my own theme. I worked 
on the article right up to my final day, and I’ll 
never forget the sensation I felt when the piece 
appeared in the paper a few days later.

Staying true to what 
I feel in the field
Through my internship, I sensed the strength 
of a regional newspaper in being able to 
conduct news coverage activities closely 
linked to the local community, while at the 
same time realizing that it can only deliver 

information within a limited scope. One of the 
reasons I eventually opted to find employment 
in KYODO NEWS was their ability to transmit 
articles to regional papers all over the country. 
It’s because I had the opportunity to see 
actual newspaper making for myself while at 
university that I was able to deeply consider 
how I wanted to participate in news reporting 
within the respective roles and characteristics 
of national papers, regional papers, and 
KYODO NEWS.
If you are interested in mass media, I urge you 
to not confine yourself to classroom learning, 
but to also experience the front line. You 
will feel things, important things, by placing 
yourself in the field. I recommend the official 
WIN program to find out what you’re suited to 
and gauging how serious you are.

Internship Official WIN Program 

▲
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P.16 WAVOC Disaster Reconstruction Search

Transmitting the appeal of
Kesennuma on campus
It was by chance that I came to participate in 
WAVOC volunteer work in disaster-affected 
areas during the fall of my first year. I learned 
about it on a TV news program I just happened 
to be watching, and that made me interested 
enough to find out more. It was around the 
time I had become used to university life and 
was thinking of trying something new, so I 
decided to give it a try.
The WAVOC “Kesennuma Team” that I joined 
conducted onsite activities such as staging 
tea parties in temporary housing and sending 
support from Tokyo to Kesennuma. As one 
activity, we staged a fair to use ingredients 
from Kesennuma in WASEDA campus meals. 
In addition to contributing part of the proceeds, 
the biggest objective was to inform many 
students about the appeal of Kesennuma. 
Also, while cooperating with groups on and off 
campus, we searched for ways to support and 
widen the scope of activities in ways unique 
to students.

I also learned things 
by looking back
Through being involved with WAVOC, I 
gradually came to consider my future, and the 
goal of engaging in work that contributes to 
the community in some form or other came 
into view. During my job hunting activities, I 
considered a wide range of industries based 
on options such as seriously engaging in 

the realization of ideals rather than simply 
pursuing profits, and discretion in my work. I 
selected Yahoo because they fit perfectly with 
my aspirations; the fact that they were putting 
efforts into reconstruction and community 
building in the wake of the earthquake disaster 
was also a decisive factor.
Looking back, I feel that the experiences one 
gains while at university are not only valid 
at that time but also provide much learning 
in later years. When I look back on the year 
I spent as representative of the Kesennuma 
Team, I sometimes think about what I should 
have done more as a leader, and so in that 
sense I feel that all experiences are assets.

Searching for ways to support 
disaster-affected areas unique to students.
An opportunity to consider my future work.
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■ First, login from MyWaseda. ■ Examples of using the portfolio

Login to MyWaseda (https://my.waseda.jp).
Student life > Service menu > Study portfolio >MyPortfolio

* When sharing information, in the same way as when using social media, please proceed responsibly and with commonsense, based in a full understanding of the risks of disclosing 
private information, the handling of copyrights, portrait rights, and any similar issues.

During your student life, how has your 
thinking changed, what kind of goals 
have you set, and how have you achieved 
them? MyPortfolio is a system that helps 
you record, store, review and share the 
myriad things that you will learn, realize 
and achieve during your student life. In 
fact, it is nothing less than a powerful tool 
for visualizing the personal growth of both 
yourself and others, and both inside and 
outside the university. This system will 
surely enhance your student life, even as 
you continue to overcome challenges and 
issues.

“Visualize”
yourself with
MyPortfolio

Linked to multiple electronic systems on 
the campus, MyPortfolio automatically 
records your courses of study, along 
with your participation in other university 
programs, including official overseas 
study and volunteer activities. You can 
also add for yourself the content of your 
lessons, the product of your studies such 
as reports, and the things you have learned 
or discovered during circle activities, 
part-time work, internships and other 
extracurricular activities. Compiling a 
database that covers your entire student 
life enables you to efficiently review it at 
any time.

“Record and store”
a database of

your student life
Your student life database is an objective 
factual record of what you have learned 
and felt during your student life. Once you 
have built a MyPortfolio record of your 
everyday activities, you can review it and 
reflect on your learning achievements, 
personal changes and other information 
at your leisure. Doing this may help you to 
find new learning goals, discover personal 
strengths and interests you never knew or 
bring issues that need to be tackled into 
view. You can also freely edit and share* 
the learning achievements and growth 
path that are revealed by your records and 
reflections.

“Reviewing”
helps to shape

your future

Login method

Lesson content Club and circle activities

Internship and part-time work Overseas study experiences

Get information on internships from here!

Use the “ Career Center”
The name “Career Center” may first be associated with job hunting, but it also fills the 
role of supporting everybody’s “future design”. “Future Design” refers to the concept of 
honing oneself by actively utilizing the extensive growth opportunities of WASEDA, and 
by leading a full student life. The Career Center supports everybody’s “future design” 
by holding events, conducting individual consultation, and more. Please feel free to visit 
the Career Center from your first year.

Supporting Future Design

Internship
Internships enable students to experience work in 

enterprises, government agencies, nonprofit organizations 

and other workplaces during their summer holidays. 

Through testing your abilities in a real workplace, you can 

obtain an image of working and clarify your goals for your 

subsequent student life. The Career Center has an internship desk and implements 

official WIN programs and tie-up programs, as well as handling the recognition of 

employment experiences as credits in open courses across all departments.

Discuss anything
concerning careers

Career Consultation Providing Information
Staffs offer one-to-one career consultation in a dedicated booth in 
the Career Center. The Career Center not only offers fundamental 
consultation on careers and job seeking, but also field discussions 
on student life issues as simple as “I donʼt know what I want to do”. 
Just talking to another person can relieve stress, so please utilize this 
service as required. All staff members at the Career Center will give 
you their full support.

Registration for Consultation
Weekdays 9:00~18:00   Saturdays 9:00~17:00
*During recess periods, please refer to the Career Center homepage for more details.

The Career Center has a lot of useful literature 
and materials for thinking about your student 
life and future career. You are free to utilize 
these resources during the centerʼs opening 
hours, and you can also borrow up to three 
items if you want to take them away to read. 
There is also a full lineup of pamphlets and 
fliers on in-campus programs. Find something 
that suits you while reading and comparing 
the features of each program.

Advice on Students’ Careers Rich Resources Useful for Future Design

These programs allow students to experience working in businesses and 
organizations that require the universityʼs recommendation, or occupations 
that are difficult for individuals to apply for. These programs enable deeper 
learning and discoveries to be obtained in combination with lectures before 
and after employment. Four courses have been established: administration, 
international cooperation, mass media, and business. The business course 
has programs that students can participate in from their first year.

Internship desk
The homepage provides many notices about 
internship program recruitment, guidance, and 
other information. You can also refer to the 
shared experiences of seniors.

https://www.waseda.jp/inst/career/internship/

Internship guidebook
This guidebook contains information 
on the participation procedure, how 
to obtain credits, and more. It is 
available in the Career Center and 
department offices.

Official

WIN
Programs

Seminars with seniors for
thinking about your own future

OB/OG Consultation Meetings

Support for diverse careers through numerous events

・ Internship guidance ・ Advice on working in international agencies
・ Understanding foreign-affiliated corporations ・ U-/I-/J-turn career events
・ Career events for overseas students ・ Events for people aspiring to be civil servants or teachers

You can watch past events at Course N@vi “Career and employment support courses”.

*Events may differ by year. Please refer to the Career Center homepage for more details.

Future Design Events
If you feel somewhat dissatisfied with your 
student life, or have a vague sense of unease 
or concern regarding your future path, try 
attending one of the “future design events” 
organized by the Career Center.
Through listening to seniors share their 
experiences about how they decided their 
careers, finding out about the activities of 
alumni, and listening to accounts of various 
career paths, you can find clues for designing 
your own future.

Think about your student life and career

Alumni and other seniors who are active in various industries 
and fields are invited to talk about their own student lives, 
career choices, work, and sense of worth. Through listening 
to them, you can think about your own future.

In basic one-on-one situations, freely discuss anything with seniors who are now active in society

“MyPortfolio”
Study Portfolio System

Use MyPortfolio to record,
review and share your student life.

Login to MyWASEDA (https://my.WASEDA.jp/)
See: Student Affairs > (Right Menu) Career Resources > Consultation booking manualHow to book

Information about the Career Center https://www.waseda.jp/inst/career/en/Student Union Building, 3F, 
TOYAMA Campus

Homepage
Learn more and the 
latest about the Career 
Center from our 
homepage!

E-Newsletter
Receive the latest information, sent directly from the Career Center. You can register using 
the MyWaseda form. Please refer to the following URL for more details.

https://www.waseda.jp/inst/career/about/publication/

Twitter
Tweeting about Student Career Staff (SCS) and career-related information.

https://twitter.com/waseda_univ_cc

MyWaseda Notifications
Most up-to-date events organized by the 
Career Center.

Course N@vi
Watch videos of past events held by the 
Career Center.
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